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BAY
TAMPA, FL, UNITED STATES,
September 14, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- TAMPA, FL September 14, 2016 – The
National Christian Foundation Tampa
Bay is grateful to announce that it has
crossed the $300 million mark in

cumulative giving in August, 2016.  It has been only 2 years since the $200 million mark was achieved
in August, 2014. All this giving has been into NCF Giving Funds (donor-advised funds) that provide
givers the ability to support charities that align with their priorities.  

NCF Tampa Bay’s Vice President, David Parsley, said, “We are committed to serving families and
business owners as their personal foundation and offer advanced gift planning and gifting services
that enable givers to give generously from assets beyond cash, namely appreciated stock, real estate
and business interests”.  

Chris Peifer, Chairman of the Board of NCF Tampa Bay (NCFTB), recently reflected on the growth. "In
2014, NCFTB established a vision of facilitating $1 billion of giving by the year 2030, and we are well
on our way to achieving that goal. Since our inception in 2004, NCFTB has coordinated more than
$300 million in gifts, with $53 million of that total given in 2016 alone. Outgoing grants to charities this
year are on pace to be more than $30 million, up from $24 million in 2015. We are proud to be making
such a positive impact on our community."

NATIONAL CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION TAMPA BAY

National Christian Foundation Tampa Bay (NCFTB) is the local affiliate of the National Christian
Foundation, a nationwide grant-making network that funds the Christian causes recommended by
their givers. 

The NCF Giving Fund® (donor advised fund) helps Christians simplify the process of giving to their
favorite ministries and helps multiply the impact of their gifts through tax-wise strategies. Since 1982,
NCF has become America’s largest sponsor of donor-advised funds for Christian givers with over $6
billion to over 40,000 churches, ministries, and nonprofits.   

To learn more about National Christian Foundation Tampa Bay contact 
David Parsley DParsley@NCFGiving.com  
813.567.1499
NCFGiving.com/TampaBay
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